
Bonneville Salt Flats measurement trip – August 2015 – Chapter One 
 

The 2015 BSF Surface Measurement Trip 
 
Departed San Diego 7:00PM 8/5/2015 PDT –   odo =      0 
Arrive BNI Storage container 5:45 AM PDT 8/6/2015 odo =  719 
Drive around BSF – measuring – conducting tests  net =   358 
Depart Truck Stop gathering 11:30 AM PDT 8/8/2015 odo = 1077 
Arrive San Diego home 11.00 PM PDT 8/8/2015  odo = 1801 
 
Upon arrival, pick up chain, some cones, some marking paint and 
proceed to LC-1 to begin measurements.  Measurements are logged 
in attached excel spread sheet.  The narrative of the events with 
accompanying photos  is quite sizeable and is broken into chapters 
for size management and “email-ability”.  Following is an executive 
overview of the entire trip titled Chapter one. 
 
We altered the measurement technique slightly. The past method 
was to drill a one inch hole in the salt and examine both the effluent, 
to see when the consistency and the color changed, and to reach into 
the hole to measure the depth of the various layers with a tape 
measure.  This year that technique worked where the surface mud 
overlayment was not present but it was not feasible where the mud 
layer was present.  On LC-1 we ran into the first instance of the mud 
layer at the 3 mile post.  At that point we began to independently 
measure the top crust whether it was cemented or still fluff (unpacked 
& undrug).  We did this both by drill and by scraping with a light 
cement shaping finish trowel.  Once we found the top crust depth we 
would move a bit to the side clear the crust, and drill another hole.  
This hole, without the top crust would show a dark soft mud and then 
hit a harder surface.  We would measure the mud depth then 
continue drilling through the next layer at the same time assessing 
the degree of “cementedness” of the underlying material.  After 
recording the depth and consistency of the material under the mud 
we would drill on through the next set of material and examine the 
effluent to asses the approximate composition.  To assist in the data 
logging we created several abbreviations that were noted in the 
recorded data.  Those abbreviations were as follows: 

Cr = Crust – cemented fine halite that is our primary racing 
surface – it does not break easily by hand – it compacts and cements 



quickly when packed of drug – when hard and dry it will resist 
disruption by powerful spinning tires and peel rubber of a tire rather 
than release any of it’s molecules from the crust formation – it is hard 
to drill through or dig through without sharp tools and hammers 

Cch = Cemented coarse halite – These are coarse crystals, 
well formed and internally bonded that have become also well 
cemented to their neighboring crystals.  It is not as strong nor as 
smooth surfaced as the crust (fine cemented halite) but it will support 
a lot of weight and forms an excellent base for the crust 

Uch = Uncemented coarse halite – this is halite crystals that are 
sizeable salt chunks that are fairly well formed within themselves but 
not bound or cemented to their neighboring crystal so in aggregate 
they for a very loose granular substance that is too soft to support 
weight.  The most common point of familiarity that racers will 
recognize is the area of the pit access road about 1 mile down from 
road’s end where late in the week so many vehicles have passed 
through that the area begins to “chunk up” in piles of loose crystals 
almost like beach sand simply a bit coarser – not good stuff to drive 
through and potentially a good place to get stuck. 

Gyp = gypsum – gypsum is a combination dirt and crystal 
product found naturally in the substrata of the salt flats.  It has a loose 
texture and often is mixed in with the uch.  It has a tan color. A less 
crystalline structure and when wet can be pretty slimy.  The best old 
site of gypsum is near the starting line of the international course 
where we have had nothing by gypsum and mud as a primary surface 
for many years.  When wet gypsum has not support structure at all – 
witness the “Coddington Motorhome Incident”.  When gypsum has 
been packed and dried it represents a safe surface to transit but it still 
does not have the traction properties of good crust. 

 
On the way out to the BSF surface we located and stopped at 

two access road culverts intended to aid in water flow management 
back and forth under the access road.  Of note is that the culverts are 
well above any possible water levels so flow is not possible.  It is 
evident that the surface level – once filled with deposited salt and 
underlying strata – has been depleted by over 15 inches and the 
culverts no longer have any function.  This alone is proof that the total 
basin surface has been significantly eroded in just the relatively few 
years since the access road has been installed.   

  



From the LC1-3 mile on we found 1 to 2 inch layer of dark fine 
mud covered by ¾ to 1 ¼ inch crust and fluff.  When we cleared away 
the crust and fluff we again found the crust in thicknesses, quite 
comparable to the 2013 / 2014 measurements, leading us to believe 
that the old salt (2013 / 2014) was still there just simply coved over by 
the mud layer and the return brine salt crust.  We also noted that the 
area of the mud layer was very rough, with potholes and divots both 
frequent and deep.  We completed LC1 measurements through the 
ten mile, observing that the multi – strata “mud layer” phenomena 
stopped just past the seven mile.  Since the LC1 measurements were 
the first sequence they are covered in Chapter Two – titled 
“Measuring LC1 – Finding Mud – supported by 11 photos - from #1 
through #11.” 

 
Finishing LC-1 measurements, we went over to measure 15LC2.  
Since the original traditional LC-2 had been moved during the early 
SCTA / BNI course prep trip, we opted to measure the new modified 
LC2 first.  That new LC2 is called 15LC2 to note the geographic 
move.  The measurements were made in the same fashion as LC1.  
Worth note is that the movement of the new 15LC2 course was a little 
over 1/8 mile at the start line and the start line (mile 0) was re-
indexed down course by 1 mile.  That means that 15LC2-0 mile is 
positioned down course equivalent to LC1-1 mile – so all of the 
relevant comparison points will be a mile off between course # LC1 
and course # 15LC2.  As expected we encountered the mud layer 
phenomena nearer the 2 mile that the 3 mile on 15LC2 as a result of 
this re-indexing.  We were able to measure the 15LC2 all the way to 
the seven mile but were not able to get to the eight mile – it is very 
close to the federal lease ditch and the surface was not stable 
enough for our truck.  From the 7 mile on there was only sketchy 
spots of salt crust or fluff and there was no underlying hard crust from 
2013 / 2014 surface – it was simply a film of mud over uch / gyp / and 
clay.  The 15LC2-0 through 15LC2-4 measurements are covered by 
Chapter Three titled “Measuring 15LC2 supported by 13 photos - 
from #12 through #24.” 

 
On our down measurement trek, we had sighted the BLM test 

hole at the five mile on 15LC-2.  We set up a test site adjacent to that 
test hole.  We went through a number of tests and took photos.  
Measurements and tests conducted form 15LC2-5 to 15LC2-7 and 



the BLM Auger test pit are covered by Chapter Four titled “The BLM 
Auger Hole and Analysis supported by 13 photos - from #25 through 
#37.” 

 
  At the end of 15LC2 we took a walk over to the Federal Lease 
Collection Ditch.  We walked because the surface was too soft to 
comfortably support our 7 ton truck.  As we approached the 
Collection ditch even our steps began settling into the surface.  We 
noted the absolute lack of any surface crust anywhere within about a 
mile of the Federal Lease Collection ditch.  Our observations are 
recorded in Chapter Five titled ”End of 15LC2 and the Federal Lease 
Collection Ditch  supported by 16 photos - from #38 Through #53.” 

 
 After the Collection ditch it was back to measurement with 
special focus on whether or not the past years limited but usable 
surface crust was actually gone or simply overlaid with mud and a 
fresh flow of salt from the return brine process.  We think we found 
evidence that there was a mud flow and overlayment process and 
that the past years salt crust is still there.  The details of those 
examinations are found in Chapter Six titled “Examining Salt Crust 
and Underlayment supported by 13 photos - from #54 to #66.” 
 
 Having completed the examination of the salt crust and 
Underlayment phenomena we addressed the surface roughness 
problem – first measuring the crust – then trying one technique to 
ameliorate the problem.  We had limited success but were unable to 
complete the single compaction test we started or to initiate any other 
tests due to inclement weather.  The details of the roughness 
measurement are presented and some conclusions about the method 
tested with photographic evidence are contained in Chapter Seven 
titled ”Examining Salt Surface Roughness supported by 8 photos  - 
from #67 to #74.” 

 
As we left the BSF surface on Friday August 8, we encountered 

an aggressive but brief summer evening thunder shower.  Upon 
return to the salt end of road on Saturday Morning August 9,  2015, it 
was clear that no more measurement of testing was going to be done 
for the next eight to ten days,  There was a 2 to 3 inch deep layer of 
water covering the entire west end of the flats.  We documented the 
effects of the brief shower and shared some of our data with those 



gathered for the first day of the cancelled BNI Speed Week.  That 
information is shown in Chapter Eight titled “And Then Came the Rain 
– Trip Over supported by 6 photos - from #75   to #80 

 
At this writing, three of the five major scheduled events 

involving Land Speed Racing for 2015 have been canceled well in 
advance of their planned conduct due to the unusable condition of the 
BSF.  The single effort underway is some private time single vehicle 
timing events supported by Mike Cook’s Land Speed Events 
operation.  Mike is running a single vehicle with few attendant 
vehicles over a week to ten day cycle.  The BSF is so fragile that he 
is having to re-groom areas of the track not on a daily basis but on a 
“per run” basis.  Conditions are not good,  Years of depletion – loudly 
decried by the racing community – combined with some recent 
weather anomalies – have rendered the BSF  useless at present.  
However not all is lost – if we inform the public and continue to urge 
maintenance, reclamation, and restoration programs we can render 
the BSF useful again – hopefully restored to it’s original expanse and 
healthy Salt Crust Surface. 

 
The foregoing chapters contain a covering descriptive narrative, 

some important raw measurement data, a list of the photos pertaining 
to the narrative, and the intent of the photos of the objects we 
selected – in total we made over 175 tests and took about 80 photos.  
It is a large report and is now finished.  It has been released 
incrementally and there may be several variants in circulation as it 
has evolved.  Please realize that it is as yet unedited and if you have 
questions or challenges to the information presented – or edits – or 
presentation proposals – or whatever - please feel free to bring them 
to our attention – we will address all of them and update/ modify / 
correct items as validated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BSF Measurement trip – August 2015 – Chapter Two 
 

Access Road & LC1 
 

 
Photo #1 

 
Photo #1 documents arrival at the BNI/SCTA storage for cones, 
chain, markers and site paint. 
 

   
Photo 2                                                          Photo #3 



 
Photo #4 

 
On our trip out to the Salt Flats early Thursday morning, we stopped 
at each of two culverts that had been built under the Tooele County 
road that is used to assess the BSF.  Our understanding was that 
there had been four culverts in the original road construction plan but 
we could only find two.  Photo #2 shows the first access road culvert.  
These culverts are marked on the road by two steel stakes with 
yellow and black hash marks – both are very close to the bend in the 
road and are quite high off the surface and would have little utility in 
aiding surface pond migration.  Photo #3 is the second culvert where 
we elected to attempt measurement of the culvert bottom entry point 
from the near surface of the surrounding playa.  Photo #4 shows the 
use of a ten foot straight edge being leveled with a small level.  Note 
that the tape measure is being used at that ten foot stand-off where 
we already standing on slightly raised mud slope coming up to the 
road embankment.  Photo #5 shows the tape measure (a bit fuzzy but 
readable) marking 15 ¾ inches to the already slightly raised ground 
level.  Clearly there is either 15 inches of surface material gone or 
else the road is growing in installed height as the years go by – 
perhaps the pressure of excessive salt is causing the road to be 
extruded from the base playa as an unwanted intrusion – or maybe 
there is an area of negative gravity the is lifting the road bed from the 
playa (bad sarcasm). 
 



 
Photo #5 

 

 
Photo #6 

We finally get to LC1-0 and begin measurement.  The weather was 
cool, dry, clear and sunny with a light north-westerly breeze (2 to 5 
mph).  As an added attempt to be precise, we scraped away surface 
fluff (about ½ inch) and crusted fine cemented halite (about 1 inch) 
then found 1.5 inches of cch.  Photo #6 shows this examination – 
note the hole in the center of the spade clearing – that is where the 
drill showed 1.5 inches of cch before the texture changed indicating 
either uch, gyp, or carbonated clay mix.  When the drill sees soft 
texture, we stop recording the depth as firm usable racing surface.  
This point will be documented as having 1.5 inch surface (the crust 
plus the fluff, which will settle with either drying or packing) and 1.5 
inch support cch.  This test spot demonstrated standing water at 1.5 
inches below the surface. 



 
Photo #7 

 

      
Photo #8                                                    Photo #9 

As we continued down LC1, measuring every survey mile usually at 
the survey tuft, we began to encounter rougher surface.  At LC1-2 still 
on a modestly smooth usable track surface – though too wet to be 
groomed at this time – we encountered a light deposit of the 
underlying mud.  Photo #7 shows 3/8 inch fluff, 3/4 inch crust, 1 ¼ 
mud then uch.  Note the dark color of the mud.  Gypsum is a lighter 
tan and has a slightly crystalline structure while this mud is simply silt 
with no granular structure.  Photo #8 shows the same test hole after 
cleaning out with a brush and a dustpan to clarify the picture – the lip 
of the dust pan in the picture is about 5 inches wide.  Photo # 9 
shows the site filled in, smoothed, over and tamped when 
measurement is done.  



   
Photo #11                                                       Photo #10 

 
We continued down LC1 taking measurements at each mile post.  It 
was very rough from the 2 ¾ to the 5 ½ where the surface returned to 
modestly smooth but thin.  Right in the middle of the rough stuff at the 
4 mile, we found some good buried salt – last years thickness – 
where we removed .5 inch fluff and .5 inch mud and found good crust 
at 2.75 – see photo #10.  We again found some salt at the six mile as 
shown in Photo #11 where the rough surface was diminishing – there 
was a good 1 inch crust, with a 1.5 mud underlayment, We made it all 
the way to the ten mile, where it was damp, a bit soft – leaving ¼ to 
3/8 impressions with the truck – but still passable.  There was no salt 
surface (even fluff) from 8 mile on. 
 
Having finished LC1 we backtracked to start the survey of 15LC2.  
See Chapter Three for details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BSF Measurement trip – August  2015 – Chapter Three 
 

A Trip Down 15LC2 to the five mile 
 

   
Photo #12                                                    Photo #13 

 
At the start of 15LC2-0 we find the CL2 course start – clearly marked 
and moved from the old course by about 1/8 mile.  There is evidence 
of a 2 inch hole – believed to be part of Kiwi Sid examination earlier 
that week shown in photo #12.  Photo #13 shows an area shot 
indicating a wetter surface and softer salt (more of it too) than we saw 
at LC1-0, but remember we are indexed down course by one mile as 
well as standing over 1/8 mile further east and south from LC1.  
Photo #14 shows a sample hole dug with a spade, clearing an inch or 
so of fluff and revealing about 2 ¾ inch crust – followed by mud that 
is not visible due to water level height of 2 inches.  At 15LC2-1 we 
encounter drier conditions and note return brine flow salt covering 
base of cone perhaps as much as 1 ½ top salt from return as shown 
by photo #15.  There is less fluff and harder surface – note 7 ton truck 
tracks in upper right of photo.   

    
Photo #14                                          Photo #15 



 
Photo #16 

 
Photo #16 shows our test sample at 15LC2-1, sampling again by 
spade vice direct drill – note tuft in center right of photo.  At this site 
we found a very good thick crust under the light fluff – measuring 
almost 4 inches – the best crust in the main race playa.  At mile 3 on 
15LC2, we are again in rough surface conditions.  Photo #17 shows a 
fairly thin crust and fluff layer, then the mud.  Photo #18 notes that the 
salt seems a bit damper starting to pick up on the wheels vice tamp 
down at the 3 mile.  We selected an area, scraped off the 3/8 fluff & 
crust and prepared test as shown in photo #19.  Then we drilled in 
the middle of the cleared spot and found 1.5 inches of mud supported 
by 4 inches of cemented coarse halite. 

   
Photo #17                                                             Photo #18 



 
Photo #19 

At 15LC2-4 the surface is fluff only - no crust –and the mud is very 
visible.  We estimated ¼ inch fluff – fairly dry and measured 1.1/2 
inch of mud and 3 inches of cemented coarse halite.  Photo #20 
shows a miner’s pick simply drug across a wheel track to lift surface 
out easily.  Photo #21 shows an open scene shot toward the north – 
toward five mile notch in the Silver Island Mountains and indicates a 
visible but thin salt skim over the area on top of the mud.  Photo #22 
looks down from the same spot and notes little to no salt surface.  
Photo #23 scrapes a 30 by 40 inch area clean of salt fluff and the 
resulting accumulation is about 2 cups – basically simply a trace of 
salt.  Finally we test the spot Photo #24 and find – no crust – 1.5 
inches mud – 3+ inches cemented coarse halite.  Good weight 
support but not good racing surface. 
 



    
Photo #20                                                         Photo #21 

    
Photo #22                                                Photo #23 

 
Our next stop will be the BLM test hole where we will do further detail 
sampling – see Chapter Four for that info. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BSF Measurement trip – August  2015 – Chapter Four 
 
Examining 15LC2-5 and the BLM test pit located there – this report 
includes 13 photos #25 through #37 
 
At 15LC2-5 we found both the site of the BLM test auger hole and our 
location marker from the July pre-trip. 
 
On July 17,2015, BLM released a statement to the public, noting that 
on Wednesday July 15th, “a team of experts visited and examined the 
Bonneville Salt Flats to assess the salt crust thickness and gain 
insight into the current conditions that have been the topic of recent 
news articles and public concern.”  Their examination included 
digging a large diameter auger hole in the salt at the 15LC2-5 
position.  Their measurement techniques use similar tools and 
approaches as we do while examining the fragile surface elements of 
the salt surface. 
 
One additional mechanism and process - that we do posses but have 
not used – is to bore a large diameter hole with a power auger to 
examine additional aspects from different perspectives.  The following 
Photo shows a 2 man power auger – with perhaps a ten inch bit 
pulling up a stream of materials at the test site. 
 

 
(BLM Info Release Photo) 

 



Our process, also shown in various attached photos to this report of 
our measurement sequences, more nearly follows the manual lift and 
measure method using picks and measuring tapes as indicated in the 
next photo.   
 

 
(BLM Info Release Photo) 

 
Regardless of methodology, we are all trying to accurately describe 
the actual current status of the BSF Salt Surface Conditions.  The 
BLM information release also asserts that their “team found total 
Bonneville salt crust sediments thickness to be unchanged from 2003 
with total salt crust sediments depth of 3.2 and 2.2 feet thick at MP 3 
and 5 respectively.”  We have never had permission to drill deep 
enough to test the “salt crust sediment” thickness. 
 
We think that the entire “salt crust sediment” that the BLM Info 
Release references consists of multiple layers as follows: 
 
First – Crust - the topmost hard thick component that we seek is the 
Cemented Fine Crystal Halite.  This material is hard cemented fine 



crystal structure that when broken down turns into a fine powder 
composed of very fine pure crystals of halite.  The bonding is very 
tight and the material will not break down easily without moisture. 
 
Second – Cemented Coarse Crystal Halite – often under lays the 
Crust and acts as support for the denser cemented fine halite.  The 
cemented coarse halite is very solid but is made up of coarser 
granules of halite occasionally with other foreign material mixed in.  
The individual coarse crystals are bonded tightly but when broken 
down separate as large crystals. 
 
Third – Uncemented Coarse Crystal Halite – often seen below either 
the Crust or below Cemented Coarse Crystal Halite.  In this strata the 
crystals themselves are well formed and bonded but the inter crystal 
bond has not yet formed.  This material resembles medium to coarse 
gravel where individual pieces of the composition are quite hard and 
well bonded within themselves but the aggregate material bonding 
from crystal to crystal is fairly loose.  We see this material frequently 
where over used patches of the pit access road turn into soft plowed 
piles of loose granular salt and create formidable potential “get buried 
and stuck” passage points. 
 
Fourth – Gypsum – Gypsum is a natural product found in the rock 
structure of the nearby mountains.  It is a pale tan in color and has a 
bit of a long crystal structure.  It will pack to a fairly smooth surface at 
the right moisture and pressure levels.  When dry – it is very hard and 
not very groomable.  When it is forcibly torn from it’s dry bonded state 
it becomes loose and does not re-bond well with out moisture, fresh 
pressure, and undisturbed re-drying.  Think of standard wall board in 
a construction sense – it is gypsum based. 
 
Fifth – Carbonate Clay – The clay under the surface stuff which is 
always pliable but when appropriately thick and consistently stable 
provides a great load spreading structure.  The clay when present at 
the surface is difficult to groom because it never completely stabilizes 
– it always has some pliability and it responds to the last pressure 
point that it receives.  It is always capable of movement and never 
completely stabilizes – a great under footing if you do not have to 
operate directly on or in the material.  Remember the Coddington 



incident – that occurred when heavy vehicles broke through into the 
clay sub-structure. 
 
It is noted that additional layers of decayed decomposing vegetation 
residue and foreign materials blown or flowed on to the basin also 
exist but in mostly trace amounts and not often permanent – they get 
subsumed into the rest of the sediment stack and become 
indefinable. 
 
Also noted is that these layers are not always presented in the same 
sequence nor at the same thickness nor even present in every 
instance on the BSF.  But as we understand it - this total set of 
materials is what the BLM refers to as the “salt crust sediment”. 
 
The BLM July Information Release goes on to state that “The 
uppermost layer of pure halite that makes the surface suitable for 
racing has dissolved in areas.  This dissolution could be the result of 
ponding of water on the surface.  The BSF was subject to above 
average rainfall in May of 2015.  The causes of localized ponding are 
being explored and will require more research to understand and 
possibly mitigate.” 
 
Our findings indicate that the uppermost layers seen in 2013 (a racing 
year) and 2014 (a non racing year due to rainfall) has not been 
dissolved as much as it has been overlaid by a layer of mud then 
covered by a thin skim of salt from brine return and percolation.  We 
in the racing community are naturally most focused on those 
characteristics that support our use of the BSF as a safe and smooth 
racing surface – so we are mostly looking at the Crust.  We have 
measured the “Crust” thickness for the past 12 years and that data is 
included as an attachment to this report. 
 
When we approached the 15LC2-5 post we found the BLM auger test 
hole.  Photo 25 shows both the BLM Auger hole and Kiwi Sid’s 2 inch 
sample hole in the middle of BLM’s auger hole.  We believe the auger 
hole to have been drilled on July 15, 2015.  We presume they filled it 
in upon departure.  We know that Kiwi Sid’s hole was drilled on 
August 3,2015.  This picture was shot on August 6, 2015.  Of special 
note is the general coverage of the auger pit with coarse salt crystals 
growing out of the mud in the pit – sorry for the footprint in the middle 



-  kind of slipped while focusing.  Note that there are no coarse salt 
crystals coming out of the 2 inch hole from Kiwi Sid.  We believe that 
the salt crystals are “growing” out of the auger hole mud as a result of 
a process called percolation.  Percolation obviously occurs pretty fast 
since there is a fair amount of salt (about ½ inch ) coming out of the 
mud over the period of 21 days (7/15 to 8/6).  But Kiwi Sid’s remix of 
the mud on 8/3 only allowed 3 days (8/3 to 8/6) and there is no 
evidence of percolation to date.  As we understand the process of 
percolation the salt migrates to the surface when: 
 
1.  The salt contained in the substrata is loose and mixed with water. 
2.  The temperature rises and the water (carrying the salt) moves to 
the surface. 
3.  The sun evaporates the water. 
4.  The salt remains on the surface. 
5.  The salt dries on the surface prior to the next cycle of temperature 
rise and 
6.  The surface is not underwater – i.e. floating temporal surface 
pond. 
 
Also note that in the center hole (Kiwi Sid’s 2 inch bore) that the water 
is down only about 1.25 inches below the surface implying that 
another cycle of percolation may be coming soon.  And you can see 
on the side of the 2 inch hole a gathering of what appears to be 
granularized salt crystals near the surface – probably uncemented 
coarse halite – which is beginning to form below the surface. 



 
Photo #26 



 
Photo #27 

 
  

Photos 26 & 27 show setting up a second test sample site with the 
BLM Auger hole just several feet away in the background.  Adjacent 
to the auger test pit,  there was very little surface fluff and crust – 
estimated ¼ inch total with cleared area showing a small pile of 
scraped away salt in close up photo #28.  In photo #29 after removal 
of 1.5 inches of mud you can see the pick stuck point down in the 
hard salt.  Photos #30 and #31 show drilling through the hard salt 
surface under the mud and fluff layers.  We found 3 inches of hard 



crust followed by several inches of cemented halite.  BLM info 
release had stated that there had been a dissolution of the crust - 
“The uppermost layer of pure halite that makes the surface suitable 
for racing has dissolved”.   A later email from the BLM 
representatives on 7/17/15 had stated “FYI we don't think it is a mud 
flow, just dissolved surface salt...not sure why we lost it on the long 
track... we need to know more.” 
 

     
Photo #28                                                     Photo #29 

      
Photo #30                                                 Photo #31 

 



 
Photo #25 

 
Yet less than six feet away, we found a partially buried (with surface 
skim and mud) very hard solid 3 inch crust segment.  We believe that 
the BLM technique of using the power auger created a “mixmaster” 
effect sufficiently intermixing all of the components in the area they 
dug that no single strata within the “salt crust sediment” multiple 
layers was distinguishable.  The intermixed effluent of the BLM auger 
pit had to be very rich in salt to have “percolated” as much salt as 
was seen in photo #25 in such a short time – their extraction 
technique simply disguised the multiple layers.  Comparing the 
location of 15LC2-5 to the nearest past GPS location of a previous 
sample led to the location titled LC2-6, where in 2014 the thickness of 
the surface crust was 2.5 inches – quite close to the 3 inch 
measurement we found buried by the mud layer and the surface 
skim. 



   
Photo #32                                           Photo #33 

 
Proceeding to 15LC2-6 the surface had become less rough but the 
salt was going away.  Photo #32 shows percolation salt only – no 
over cap from brine return and less than 1/8 inch crust  / fluff – 2 
inches of mud and 3 inches of loose uch.  Photo #33 shows the light 
fluff and even the mud picking up on you feet as you walk by.  In past 
years we have not noticed moist gypsum picking up on shoes.  It was 
either slippery if very wet of just lumpy (not picking up) if only damp.  
That was another clue that this substance is probably mud mixed in 
with normal underlayment. 
 

     
Photo #34                                                      Photo #35 

 



 
Photo #36 

 
Moving on down to the seven mile on 15LC2 we measured light fluff 
& crust <= 3/8 inch followed by 1 ¾ inch mud then cemented coarse 
halite.  At about the 7.3 mile we encountered an area where a vehicle 
had gotten stuck and was pilled out by a tracked vehicle – probably 
Mr. Tow’s salt cat.  Photos #34 through #36 show the tracks from that 
extraction.  Note in the scraped clean areas where the tracks slipped 
that we can already see some salt replenishment.  We believe that is 
from percolation.  Further down near the 7.5 mile the surface is 
becoming soft with no salt cover – see photo # 37.  The federal lease 
ditch is coming up on the near horizon and the surface will no longer 
safely support the 7 ton truck.  We were unable to take measurement 
at the 15LC2-8 because we could not get there. 



 
Photo #37 

On our way back to continue the measurements we encountered 
some more interesting sights and made some more observations – 
see chapter five. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BSF Measurement trip – August 2015 – Chapter Five 
 

Examining 15LC2 at end of course and the 
Federal Lease Collection Ditch 

 

 
Photo # 38 

 
As we finish 15LC2 near the end of the usable course we note that 
there is no surface salt anywhere and not much underlayment – only 
a bit of uch.  Photo #38 shows the view of a saltless horizon and 
Floating Mountain in the near distance.  Photo #39 shows how soft 
the mud is – we were able to set the broad edge of the pick into the 
surface about 2.5 inches with a fairly light swing.  Note the filled in 2 
inch test hole just to the left of the pick.  We believe this is one of Kiwi 
Sid’s sample “dry holes”.  Very distressing surface – no salt anywhere 
– we are about ¾ mile from the Federal Lease Collection Ditch.  The 
Collection Ditch has worked rather effectively – collecting all of the 
salt in sight. 



       
                                Photo #39                                                         Photo #40 
 
We note the 7 ton truck tracks are sinking a bit at 15LC2-7.5 and 
beyond and the steering is becoming sluggish – see photo #40.  As a 
spur of the moment test we decide to see what might happen with 
some added surface salt.  There is a bit of lightly damp salt stuck to 
the truck so we knock it off to the ground (photo #41) and drive over it 
(photo #42).  The result of a single pack wheel pass is a fairly solid 
patch of ¼ to 3/8 smooth salt – importing salt will improve the surface 
quality – but with the collection ditch continuing to operate the surface 
salt will probably be gone in the next harvest cycle. 

   
                             Photo #41                                                               Photo #42 

   
                             Photo # 43                                                      Photo #44 



 
Turning to go toward the collection ditch the front end again slips so 
we abandon the truck for a brief walk (photo #43).  Three Quarters of 
a mile stroll across the wasteland we encounter the Federal Lease 
Collection Ditch at a pumping station (photo#44).  This is in a corner 
of the ditch system and the pump is rigged to pump from the floating 
mountain side of the ditch to a section of the ditch that heads south 
toward the highway then on to the collection ponds at the mining 
company.  This pump does not appear to have been run recently and 
the collection ditch water level is very high.  There is a bypass 
channel cut around the pump station and the brine flow appears to 
have been adequate without the pump augmenting the collection flow 
system.   
 

 
Photo #45 



   
                                      Photo #46                                               Photo #47 
Photo #45 shows the pump outlet south toward the highway and on 
to the collection system to the primary settling pond.  Photo #46 
shows the inlet run to the pumping station from Floating Mountain.  
Photo #47 is looking past the ditch to show there is no surface salt 
over there either – just bare surface – no salt as far as the eye can 
see – maybe 2 miles visibility with binoculars.  Photo #48 swings a bit 
left – around to the Northeast with the same view – no salt as far as 
the eye can see.  And Photo #49 continues the scan looking North by 
Northeast with Floating Mountain in the background almost 1 ½ miles 
away – still no salt in sight.  In the near foreground you can see the 
ditch swing to the right and in the mid view you will see the ditch wall 
going off to the east before it makes its final turn right toward the 
base of Floating Mountain – to collect all it can find.  A depressing 
sight. 



 
Photo #48 



 
Photo #49 

 
Need to get back to the task at hand.  Photo #50 looks to the 
Northwest – still no salt for about ¾ mile.  That dot just to the left of 
the rightmost power pole is our 7 ton truck already at the edge of 
passable surface with no slat.  These collection ditches work pretty 
good at collecting – don’t leave much behind.  Back to sampling and 
testing we connect to LC5 at the eight mile and take a sample – not 
much surface but some underlying cch.  See photos #51 and #52.  
While in transit to LC1 9 mile we found a device stuck in the salt – 
perhaps a depth measurement stand?? – we marked it with a cone – 



it is approximately LC5-8.5 about 100 yards northwest of the course 
line.  See photo #53. 
 

 
Photo #50  

 

 
Photo #51 

 
 



 
Photo #52 

 

 
Photo #53 

 
 
 
 
 



BSF Measurement trip – August 8, 2015 – Chapter Six 
 

Examining Salt Crust and Underlayment 
 
 
Leaving the Collection Ditch, we sought a test site for further 
assessment of the mud layer phenomena and the course roughness 
that it seemed to have introduced.  We went to an area slightly south 
on to thee east of the LC2-5 mile, closer to the highway, well off the 
International Course yet short of the C3-3.  The area was about 300 
yards past the site of the rocket clubs launch site and selected to be 
out of any potential user’s sites or courses. 
 

 
Photo #54 

 
Photo # 54 shows the sight selected for the tests.  GPS locations 
were noted for the record to be able to revisit the site in future 
measurement visits.  Careful examination of the selected site reveals 
that pressure ridges are just starting to form but have yet to harden 
and create buckles in the surface – just some lifter lumps.  Per 
research data and assessments found in past BLM reports, the 
pressure ridge phenomena is believed to be caused by the expanding 
force created by the crystallization process of the fine crystal crust 
component of the salt sediment stack.  It is not created by expansion 



from the drying process.  It is caused by the process of crystal 
formation, in particular, the process of fine crystal formation.  The 
expansion force due to the formation process of the earlier coarse 
cemented halite crystal is modestly less because the inter-crystal 
bond is less frequent in number of bonds per volume.  The expansion 
force of the even earlier coarse un-cemented halite crystal layer while 
in formation phase is nearly never seen since the crystals are not 
inter boned at al and the entire layer is free to shift without forming 
sufficient pressure to create a  pressure ridge.  The racers always 
welcome the view of pressure ridges because that indicates that the 
salt surface layer we need – the fine crystal densely bonded Crust -  
is present and building. 
 

 
Photo #55 

 
Photo #55 shows us breaking the top off a beginning pressure buckle 
in a promising pressure ridge – we selected a nearby pressure ridge 
area that had about ¾ to 1 inch rise of the salt crust layer above the 
underlying mud.  Without the mud – this layer would have been in top 
if either already well formed crust of a layer of cemented coarse solid 
crystal halite,  Removing a sizeable piece of buckled crust from the 
ridge (about 9 by 13 inches) we carried it in to the rear seat of the 
truck to photograph the structure.  Photo #56 shows that removed 
piece of Crust as pretty clean slat both Crust and a bit of top fluff that 



normally would be good racing surface material with a slight polishing 
drag and some additional curing time.  Note however some disturbing 
irregularity in the surface levelness.  Photo #57 – looking at the edge 
of the crust piece – shows a very irregular base plane of the crust 
piece.  And that base plane is stained by the presence of the 
underlying material - mud.  And that base plane is lumpy / bumpy / 
irregular / rough etc. 
 

  
Photo #56 

 
Photo #57 

 
 If this piece of crust were to have been drug – even with a polishing 
drag – the top most peaks would be drug off and the mud exposed (if 



not added to the drag scarf) and the lower pieces would come loose 
because their neighboring portions of the crust plate would no longer 
be there to support them.  What would result would be a loose pile of 
mixed salt – broken / separated from its forming crystal plate layer – 

and some loose mud – (or dried dirt powder & dirt does not crystallize 
or bond with anything) – combined in a structure of mixed broken salt 
granules and un-cemented loose gravel like mud & dirt chunks filled 
in with mixed free dust / silt / slush dirt all depending on the moisture 
present.  One could drag this mixture for eons and it still would look 
like an untended gravel road – not suitable for high speed passage. 

 
The next step is to consider why is the layer of crust that was 
maturing so nicely – in such a rough irregular shape?  That question 
demands examination of the base underlying shape upon which the 
salt was formed.  Consider a concrete pour – the cured cement takes 
the shape of the form.  In this case there are no side forms there is 
only a bottom form.  So we examined that form.  Photo #58 shows us 
opening a larger area of the salt surface exposed by the forming 
pressure ridge.   We use a miners pick to carefully lift the crystallizing 
crust up and away from the underlying form.  To the center right of 
the photo you can see the pile of pieces that we removed from the 
test space.   

 
Photo #58 



 
Photo #59 

 
Photo #59 shows us laying a level reference across the opening we 
had cleared.  We measured the distance from the level reference 
down to the surface that helped form the bottom of the piece of crust 
we had taken out.  We discovered many variance over the several 
feet we measured.  In roughly 40 inches of longitudinal measurement 
we found variances of over 2 ¾ inches and we found 3 each 
individual divots about 2 inches below the average surface that were 
several inches perpendicular to our center line reference.  The 
underlying mud top surface was very rough so the moist (return 
brine?) salt poured on top of it and as it dried and formed is adapted 
to those irregularities.   
 



 
Photo #60 

 
Next step was to see how thick the mud was and what was 
underneath the mud.  Photo #60 shows us clearing the mud away 
both with a shovel and finally cleaning the last of the mud debris out 
with a light brush.  There was about 1 ¾ to 3 inches of mud.  The 
base of the area still had some chunks of loose salt and other stuff – 
so we cleaned all of the loose stuff away with a light brush. 
When the mud was cleared away – the underlying surface was hard 
and fairly smooth – but stained with the mud impregnation into the top 
of the underlying surface.   
 

    
                              Photo #61                                                              Photo #62 
 



To evaluate the underlying hard sub surface material we attempted to 
“pull out” a contiguous block of material.  We used the drill to put lots 
of holes down to soft stuff down each side of the target block as 
shown in photos #61 & #62.   We then used a steel flat blade and a 
hammer to drive down to soft stuff at the ends of the removal block 
area as shown in Photo #63.  We used the flat steel blade as a prybar 
to remove the block.  We should have used a wider prybar since we 
broke up the removal chunk a bit more that we intended.  Photo #64 
shows several interesting components of the layers that were under 
the mud.  In the center of the photo you can see a piece of hard crust 
that is 2.75 inches thick.  To the right nearer the hammer you can see 
(on edge) a two inch thick chunk of cemented coarse halite and in the 
lower part of the photo you can see a pile of uncemented coarse 
halite crystals – no dirt – no gypsum – no carbonate clay.  That stuff 
is still probably down there but we didn’t dig deep enough.  
Remember at this point we are about 11 inches down (1 inch topmost 
rough crust + 2 ¼ inch rough mud + 2.75 inch smooth buried crust + 
2 inch cch + 3 inches uch).  Photo #65 shows a closer view of the uch 
– you could just reach down ion the hole and scoop the uch out a 
handful at a time – we did not get down to gypsum.  We finished up 
this experiment / measurement with a photo of the 2.75 inch thick 
chunk of hard cemented coarse halite forming toward fine cemented 
crust at the top. 
 



 
Photo #63 

 

            
                                 Photo #64                                                          Photo #65 



 
Photo #66 

 
A quick look at the GPS numbers and we found the closest point to 
this test location in recent course measured positions was on an 
approximate line between LC2-6 and LC3-2.25.  The 2014 readings 
for those sites were 2.5 and 2.75 inches respectively.  That tell us 
that the buried 2,75 inches of hard crust that we found was probably 
at this site since 2013 / 2014 – it has simply been buried over and 
became rough in the drying and overlay process.  We can’t find any 
more answers here so we proceed to looking into “How rough is 
rough?”  
 
See Chapter Seven 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BSF Measurement trip – August 8, 2015 – Chapter Seven 
 

Examining Salt Surface Roughness 
 

 
Photo #67 

 
Proving the underlying cause of the surface roughness in a small test 
patch in the last Chapter, we wanted to examine a larger segment – 
not for underlying structure - but for definition of the surface structure 
variations (roughness) over a larger area and to evaluate different 
methods of dealing with that roughness if possible.  Photo #67 shows 
us laying out a straight edge for salt height variation measurement.  
To be able to assert that the underlying salt surface conditions were 
comparable and similar to our earlier test we did not move far.  In the 
photo you can see earlier test dig about 10 to 15 feet away between 
the new test layout and the truck. 
 
We smoothed out the first test stop and paced out a 40 foot by 30 
foot surface test space as shown in photo #68.  Photo #69 shows a 
fairly close up view of the straightedge laid out on the salt surface.  
Look carefully and you can see the gaps where the straight edge 
does not touch or even get very near the remainder of the surface.  
With the help of the shadow of the straight edge, you can easily note 
at least a dozen big gaps and relatively few contact points.  The 



following table summarizes the measurements taken on this initial 
examination. 

 
                              Photo #68                                                                    Photo #69 
 
Straight Edge event  total deviation Sample  Magnitude 
Position    to straight edge Number of deviation  
In feet    in inches    in inches 
0.00   contact 0.00   1  
0.75   dip  0.50   2  .5   
1.00   dip  0.75   3  .25 
2.75   dip  1.13   4  .38 
3.25   contact 0.00   5  1.13 
3.50   dip  0.50   6  .5 
3.75   dip  1.13   7  .63  
6.00   contact 0.00   8  1.13 
6.10   dip  1.50   9  1.50 
7.10   rise  0.75   10  .75 
8.00   dip  1.75   11  1.0 
9.50   contact 0.00   12  1.75  
9.80   dip  2.00   13  2.0 
10.5   rise  1.75   14  .25 
11.0   dip  2.25   15  .50 
13.0   contact 0.00   16  2.25 
13.5   dip  2.25   17  2.25 
15.8   rise  1.50   18  .75 
17.0   rise  0.75   19  .75 
17.5   dip  2.00   20  1.25 
18.0   contact 0.00   21  2.0  
18.7   dip  0.75   22  .75 
19.5   dip  2.00   23  1.25 



21.0   contact 0.00   24  2.0 
21.5   dip  2.75   25  2.75 
22.0   rise  2.00   26  .25 
22.5   contact 0.00   27  2.0 
23.0   dip  2.00   28  2.0  
23.5   rise  1.25   29  .75 
25.0   dip  3.25   30  2.0 
29.0   contact 0.00   31  3.25 
29.5   dip  1.75   32  1.75 
30.2   rise  0.75   33  1.0 
32.0   dip  2.50   34  1.75 
32.5   contact 0.00   35  2.5 
33.0   dip  2.25   36  2.25  
34.0   rise  1.75   37  .5  
34.5   rise  1.25   38  .5  
36.0    dip  3.25   39  2.0 
37.0   contact 0.00   40  3.25 
37.5   dip  0.75   41  .75 
38.5   dip  1.75   42  1.0  
40.0   contact 0.00   43  1.75 
 
Broken into a simple word description – there were 42 height 
deviations in 40 feet – the magnitude of deviations ranged from .25 
inches to 3.25 inches – the frequency of change varied from once in 
.25 feet to once in 4 feet.  An attached spread sheet shows the data 
in a mathematical list and in comparison to later tests.  Key 
roughness math factors are: 
 
Length of test     40 feet 
Total amount of changes  57.52 inches 
Total number of changes       42 
Maximum change magnitude    3.25 inches 
Change frequency per foot      .98 
Average change per occurrence   1.37 inches 



 
Photo #70 

 
That is very rough.  We had marked out a 30 foot wide section to 
evaluate wheel packing.  Photo #70 shows us driving forward 80 feet 
then backing over the forward pass – then moving over 4 inches and 
repeating the forward and reverse path.  This is a seven ton truck 
(14,000 lbs gross weight).  The tires are about 7 ¼ wide – so every 
spot had at least two passes as we moved over times two for the 
forward and aft pass then times two again as the total shift brought 
the right side tires to overlay the left side tires after eight feel total 
side shift.  All passes were done very slowly – forward in compound 
low and back is geared down reverse – all at idle – about 2 to 2..5 
mph. marked the salt with some paint stripes to insure complete and 
regular coverage of the packing traverses.  We estimated 6 to 8 
traverses per area on the test surface. 
 



 
Photo #71 

 
Photo #71 shows the area after the wheel packing test was 
completed.  We took the straight edge back to the position where the 
original measurements of variation were taken and repeated the 
measurements as close to the original indexes as we could with tape 
measure and felt marker stripes on the straight edge.  We entered 
that data in the attached spread sheet titled “BSF meastrip roughness 
sample”.  Looking at the data summary in the same nature as we had 
the original test above we came up with the following results: 
 
Length of test     40 feet  same as first test 
Total amount of changes  10.88 inches down from 57.42 
Total number of changes       22   down from  42 
Maximum change magnitude    1.25 inches down from 3.25 
Change frequency per foot      .55    down from .98 
Average change per occurrence   .49 inches  down from 1.37 



 
Photo #72 

 

 
Photo #73 

 
As you can see from the data comparison above, we had made an 
improvement though the resulting surface is still very much too rough 
to race on.  We looked at the surface from the first wheel pack test 
and decided to try another packing pass on top of the first.  Photo #71 
and #72 show a still rough but somewhat flattened peak variance 
surface but they also show a little loose top layer that should be 
allowed to settle and rebond - and we did not allow any settle / 
rebond time.  It was getting late on the second day of testing and 
heavy clouds were amassing to the west / northwest and 
temperatures were dropping rapidly.  We elected to test anyway.   
 
Photo #73 shows a close up of the results of the second test – which 
was conducted the same way ad the first.  Clearly the surface was far 
too wet and the smoothed but soft salt was picking up with the wheel 
pass and transferring to wherever it felt like falling off the tire creating 
fluffy lumps and piles of dislocated salt.  You can see in the middle of 
the photo #72 where there may have been double the passes due to 



the vehicle shifting to where the right side tires were now covering the 
track of the left side tires and double packing (as many as 12 
traverses).  Careful examination showed some places where the 
flattened out salt (at least flatter that at the start) was sufficiently 
displaced and reformed that bare dirt spots were showing up a few of 
the central photo areas.  A successful second pass would require 
drier salt, cure time, water table settling, and smoother tires – and we 
did not have time for that wait. 
 

 
Photo #74 

 
With the weather changing and probable access to the salt flats 
closed down for a while – we cleaned up the area, packed up the 
tools (Photo #74) and headed back for the end of the road.  On the 
way we did some further testing on what we were calling rocket road.  
When the rocket launch club had come to the salt the previous 
weekend they had selected a launch site and we were testing quite 
near that site.  As we went back to end of road we observed that their 
informal access road – actually just a track across the salt where 
many had passed – was relatively smoother than the surrounding 
untouched natural surface.  They had many vehicles driving back and 
forth across a fairly defined (maybe 50 foot wide) path from where 
they entered the rough section all the way to their launch site.  As the 



approached their individual launch sites the traffic pattern fanned out 
(they each had a separate launch site some distance from each 
other) and the track got rougher – since fewer vehicles had shared 
that potion of the track hence less packing.   
 
We began testing spots on rocket road – only using 20 feet of the 
straight edge and measuring a little differently that we did at the full 
test site.  We started testing at one tenth of a mile from the launch 
site – to get to that portion where the rocket road was more than just 
three or four vehicle tracks.  We continued testing every three tenths 
of a mile until we got to the International Course and 15LC2-4.2 or so 
which was about 1.2 miles from the launch site.  We measured the 
total distance of the 20 foot straight edge that was in contact with - or 
less that 1/8 inch away from the surface.  Then we measured how 
many dips there were and measured the depth of each dip.  The raw 
data is included as sheet 2 of the attached spread sheet titled ”BSF 
meastrip roughness sample”. 
 
The summarized results are: 
 
Rocket total length  # of dips largest average 
Road  of contact    dip  dip 
From site in feet    in inches in inches 
.1 mile 4.2   11  1.75  .81 
.3 mile 8.5     7  1.13  .55 
.6 mile 9   11  1.25  .54 
.9 mile 15     4    .38  .32 
1.2 mile 13     5    .41  .31 
 
Remember this is only a 20 foot measurement.  I had the opportunity 
to share this data with folks who regularly operate vehicles over 300 
mph and one who regularly goes over 400 mpg.  Both noted that the 
samples from the .1, the .3, and the .6 were absolutely unsuitable for 
heavy fast LSR vehicles but the conditions of the .9, and the 1.2 
measurement were quite probably feasible solutions for those 
vehicles.  The key is the maximum size of the deviation and the 
amount of consistent contact where dips are not evident. 
 
At this point there were fairly large drops all around us - and the end 
of the road – even the curve of the Salduro dike were invisible – and 



we were no more than a mile from the dike.  We followed Rocket 
Road until we could no longer see it then curled south toward where 
the dike should have been – sure enough we spotted it off to our left 
and slowly crawled down parallel to the dike till we could see Mike 
Cook’s equipment trailer.  Then we hung a sharp right and found the 
end of the road when we got within about 50 yards.  The rain was 
coming down fairly heavy but quit before we got to town.  We 
returned the following morning to see how much rain had come – see 
Chapter Eight. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BSF Measurement trip – August 9, 2015 – Chapter Eight 
 

And Then Came the Rain – Trip Over 

 
Photo #75 

Coming back out to the salt Saturday Morning to see what damage 
had been done by the Friday August 8 afternoon shower was a sad 
trip because even with the water tale down about 2 to 2 ½ inches 
below the surface, we saw standing water everywhere.  No more 
testing or surface evaluation is possible at this time.  On the way out 
we stopped at culvert number two several hundred yards east of the 
bend in the road.  Photo # 75 shows about 2 ½ inches of standing 
pool on the north side of the road.  Also visible is a fair amount of 
pretty healthy vegetation out in the middle of what years ago was 
solid salt.  Not much salt there now – just dirt & gypsum. 
 



           
                       Photo #76                                                                 Photo #77 
At the end of the road we paused to visit with many other folks – 
some there for the cancelled Speed Week, and others there for an 
informal video taping of a documentary sponsored by Pete 
Hendrickson from Montana - thanks Pete – help us get the public 
informed. We also took a set of photos going from straight south of 
the end of road toward the Salduro dike (Photo #76) and then 
swinging to the left to the 2014 salt access bridge – still visible in part 
(photo #77).  Then we shot to the north toward the five mile notch – 
(see photo #78) the gap in the Sliver Island Mountains between the 
first major peak and the second major peak.  All that was visible was 
water – appeared to be 2 ½ inches or so from folks out wading in it.  
In past years we used to call that valley between the two Silver Island 
Mountains – the “seven mile notch” vice the “five mile notch”.  When 
racing we have to be careful of abnormal wind that come down out of 
that valley especially when racing vertically unstable vehicles.  The 
name has changed because there is not enough salt to start early 
enough to get in seven miles by the time you get to the notch. 
 



 
                                                                         Photo #78  
Finished the water show with photo #79 – a long view of Floating 
Mountain – over the water splashed surface and one last look at 5 
mile notch Photo 80 – the suspected prime source of our 2015 mud 
layer problem.  Then back to the truck stop to share information and 
commiserate with lost souls. 
 

     
                                  Photo #79                                                                 Photo #80 
So what do we do now?  The surface and lines of courses available 
will not support high speed vehicles in any significant number or at 
any significant speed.  Several locations for short 3 mile courses 
might be developed – courses that could support small meets of 
modest speed vehicles – but every one of our potential long courses 
LC1, LC2, 15LC2, LC5, International Course – are out of the question 
for high speed and repeated use because of the roughness (believed 
to be caused by the mud flow) and the current surface fragility due to 
weather (too wet to be worked) and past salt depletion – no where to 



go – the only area with any salt at all is the very narrow, relatively 
short strip of salt that has not yet been leached away.  We were 
asked by the SCTA/BNI if the BSF surface would last as long as a 
one day El Mirage event on the dirt.  Our response was as follows: 
 
Begin quote - “The sampling and testing done both at the first pre-
prep-trip and over the weekend of August 6 thru 9 indicates that the 
structure of the salt is equal to or possibly a bit better than it was in 
2013-2014.  In fact, the salt at the closer end (near the international 
course start) is better than has been seen in over a decade.  The 
primary problem is that the area covering our 2 ¾ mile to past the 5 
mile has been covered over with a thin layer of silt – not the normal 
gypsum / vegetation decay normally found – bur dirt nonetheless.  
That layer of mud is about 1 ½ to 2 ¼ inches thick.  It is covered by a 
drying layer of salt crust that ranges from 3/8 inch thick to as much as 
¾ inch thick – That salt likely came from the return brine process.  In 
August some small areas of the salt were quite dry, while most of it 
was still damp.  The under layer of mud / dirt is not as dry as the 
surface crust but was continuing to dry - not in a smooth fashion – it 
is very rough.  On recent past visits, the surface was too wet to 
support any meaningful working of that “mud flow” area.   
 
The week previous to the August visit – the rocket club had held an 
event.  At then time of their event there had been no rain for about 16 
days.  The “rocket meet folk” selected and area for their launch site 
and gradually evolved an “Access Road” to their site.  Over the 
conduct of their meet they drove back and forth over the rough “mud-
flow” area and packed down a pretty smooth path – usable for both 
racing surface and for deceleration.  That is probably the only way 
that the “mud flow” area can be successfully treated in the short term 
(less than years).  The problem with the vehicular wheel packing 
method is that it takes lots of high load vehicle passes (much higher 
load than our gang wheel packer) and over a much wider and longer 
path than the “Rocket Road”.  The rocket road is about 20 feet wide 
and covers about a mile of the “mud flow” and is not in a straight line 
– has some curves. 
 
While on the salt in early August, doing measurements and samples, 
we encountered a very brief (20 minute) shower and the salt became 
unworkable and it stayed that way for ten days or so.  The water table 



is very high – near the surface - from 1.5 to 2.5 inches and there is 
nowhere for any new water to go except to evaporate. 
 
As a result of poor overall conditions, the Bonneville Motorcycle 
Speed event has now been canceled – they could not get courses 
suitably prepared.  The USFRA meet is still potentially operable if 
they can get suitable weather for preparation, find courses and get 
enough manpower to perform prep work. 
 
Properly prepared through high load wheel packing performed at the 
right time the surface would be far superior to the El Mirage and 
would handle many times more passes.  We do not think the surface 
will “break up” if properly prepared – the problem is - will it ever get 
dry enough to prepare – and how will we get it prepared? 
 
Just our opinion from our observations we are working on translating 
the measurement data and photos from the August trip and will 
forward them as soon as they are finished.” – end quote. 
 
There have been several discussions of methods to measure the 
roughness of the salt and the need to measure the roughness in the 
first place.  If there were an easy to remove the roughness in an 
affordable and timely manner then measuring it is nit as important as 
we believe it to be.  The roughness is a significant problem prohibiting 
the use of the few remaining strips of the depleted salt surface.  It is 
very difficult to address a problem (the roughness problem) if you can 
not define and measure that problem.  That topic was recently 
discussed as follows: 
 
Begin quote “Course Roughness discussion - 7-31-2105 
 
Statement issued - request for information  
 
We need to be able to test the surface roughness of tracks that are 
laid out on the Bonneville Salt Flats. There are many areas that we 
wish to use to obtain usable tracks that currently have unacceptable 
roughness for speeds over 400 miles per hour. We have numerous 
methods that we use to attempt to smooth those unacceptably rough 
sections. We need to be able to evaluate the effectiveness of the 



smoothing method by using before and after roughness 
measurement. 
 
We are interested in the capabilities and costs of an entry level 
system that could help us perform these measurements. 
 
Response to request for information Thank you for contacting 
Dynatest regarding our Road Surface Profiler. 
 

Have you ever measured the roughness of the tracks before?  
If so, what index was used and what were the numbers? 

 
No.  We have never measured the roughness before.  Routinely, we 
simply pull a drag over the salt - some drags are a harsh "cutter" 
drags and others are smooth "polisher" drags.  Occasionally we run a 
multi-wheel "packer" over the surface also.  The surface is a 
cemented salt crust - often quite thin.  This year we are faced with a 
several mile long area that has a 3/4 to 2.5 inch "mud underlayment" 
covered by a 3/8 to 3/4 inch thick "Shallow Salt Crust", both of which 
have dried unevenly resulting in a combination lumpy surface that is 
very rough - too rough to run on.  The area of the mud / salt deposit is 
large - about 2.75 miles down the track and as much as 4 to 5 miles 
wide crossing all tracks.  We are trying to determine the best method 
to reduce the roughness. 
 
We are returning to the salt flats next week and intend to pace out a 
test section of about 20 yards by 40 yards.  We will layout a 
stationary rigid straight flat bar over approximately 30 to 40 feet at a 
time.  Then we will measure the surface deviations in inches of 
vertical deviation per horizontal foot of down course travel.  Then we 
intend to try several different methods - including those mentioned 
above as well as a heavier "spot placed" weight pack combined with 
the "polisher drag" - perhaps even some application of water before 
packing, and perhaps a fine tooth scraping drag.   
 
We will then reposition the flat reference bar and re-measure the 
deviations.  Then compare to the original measurement to determine 
the degree, if any, of improvement that were made.  This process will 
be repeated for several different methods and compare the results - 
hoping to find the best method.   



 
As you can see, this is a very clumsy, amateurish, and time 
consuming approach, but it is probably OK for some fairly small test 
areas.  If we can determine a method that is suitable - we want to 
apply the method over several track areas measuring about 200 to 
300 feet wide by 2.75 miles long.  It is for this larger process that we 
seek some more sophisticated / automated approach.”  -  end quote. 
 
Over the recent months there have been discussions about whether 
or not the old (2013 / 2014) salt has “gone away” or simply been 
overlaid.  We believe that the evidence presented here and in 
previous chapters indicates is that the 2013/2014 salt crust is still 
existent but not surface accessible.  This evidence also supports that 
any area in the near vicinity (less than a mile) from the Federal Lease 
Collection Ditch is devoid of usable salt and does not even support 
percolation – so there is little hope of salt crust growing there.  This 
evidence also supports modest repair for short term use of the very 
depleted slim salt remains can be accomplished but only at the whim 
if the weather and with a great deal of effort.  If another significant 
mud flow occurs the surface will likely be unusable for many years. 
 
This report - in all of the Chapters and attachments – addresses the 
salt sediment stack structure measurements, the roughness 
measurements, some noted documented observations, and attempts 
to outline some probable causes with a few positive repair 
suggestions 
 
 
Thus endeth Chapter Eight and this Report – Thanks for your 
attention 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


